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What is your name?

Name:

Andrew Bird

What is your email address?

Email:

andrew.bird@newcastle-staffs.gov.uk

What is the name of your organisation?

Organisation:

LARAC

1  Are you answering these questions from the perspective of:

Please choose from one of the following options:

- a local authority or other area of local government

If other, please specify:

2  In that capacity, do you dispense plastic bags or paper bags to the public?

Please choose from one of the following options:

Neither

3  If you are an organisation outside of Government, what sort of organisation are you?

Please provide a brief description, if applicable:

4  How else should people be told about the charge, in order to make it more effective?

Max 250 words:

Local Authorities have a big role to play publicising the charge for carrier bags. this can be incorporated into their waste prevention plans, and information they

give to residents and businesses on managing waste, through websites and other publications.

5  What evidence do you have that bags currently labelled 'biodegradable' or 'compostable' degrade on land, at sea and in

anaerobic digesters?

Please provide evidence as text or an attachment:

Evidence from LARAC members indicates so called biodegradable or compostable bags cause problems and do not degrade as effectively as people think. They

are particualy problematic in anaerobic digesters.

Please upload files if applicable:

Not Answered

6  Please provide evidence that demonstrates how bags labelled 'biodegradable' or 'compostable' currently behave in the

waste stream. And evidence on how any problems with their behaviour can be mitigated.

Please provide evidence as text or an attachment:

bags labelled 'biodegradable' or 'compostable' break up in the waste stream but dont necessaraly dissapear. They are difficult to pull out of waste unlike ordinary

plastic bags because they break up into smaller pieces.

Please upload files if applicable:

Not Answered

7  Do you have any specific evidence on particular criteria for biodegradable bags that would decrease the negative

impact of bags on the environment?

Please provide evidence as text or an attachment:

LARAC's view is that bags labelled 'biodegradable' or 'compostable' should be phased out.



Please upload files if applicable:

Not Answered

8  Should organisations have to publish annually:

- number of plastic bags sold, - gross proceeds from the charge, - net proceeds from the charge, - how the net proceeds have been spent, - number of Bags for

Life sold?

Please provide any further comments on encouraging organisations to donate their profits from the charge to good causes. :

Proceeds from the sale should go towards environmental charities, focused at a local level. This will help Local Authorities publicise the benifits with local

evidence of good causes.

9  When do you give your customers plastic bags?

Please choose from one of the following options:

10  Do you, as an organisation, re-use or recycle your own plastic bags?

Please choose from one of the following options:

If you do re-use or recycle your plastic bags as an organisation, please provide a brief description of how.:

11  Does your organisation sell Bags for Life?

Please select a response:

If so, how many do you sell per year and how much do you charge for them?:

12  How much does it cost your organisation per year to stock:

single-use plastic bags?:

paper bags? :

Bags for Life?:

13  Please provide any estimates you are aware of at the sectoral or national level, as available, of:

the total number of single-use plastic bags, bags for life and bin liners (broken down by type – pedal, swing, refuse bags, etc.) currently used in

England, preferably broken down by type of retailer where they originate (i.e. supermarkets, large high street chain stores and SMEs);:

where the bags (all types mentioned) used in England are produced (UK or overseas);:

current bag usage patterns by type of retailer (number of items per bag and bags per £1 spent) for each kind of bag;:

current levels of re-use of Bags for Life and single use-plastic bags (e.g. as bin liners);:

current costs to retailers and consumer prices of single use plastic bags, Bags for Life and bin liners (broken down by type – pedal bin bags, swing

bin bags, refuse bags etc);:

the environmental costs of bin liners, Bags for Life and single-use plastic bags in terms of life-cycle carbon impact;:

the costs of clearing up littered single use plastic bags in urban areas, by roadsides and along coastlines;:

the waste treatment costs for single-use plastic bags;:

Please upload files if applicable:

Not Answered

14  Do you have any evidence of the cost of compliance to organisations of the various different parts of the expected

regulations and of any potential impacts of the charge on levels of customer demand?

Please provide evidence.:

15  Do you have evidence or case studies that provide information on the proposed exemptions to the charge?

Please provide evidence as text or an attachment:



Please upload files if applicable:

Not Answered

16  Do you have evidence on the inclusion of this or any other exemptions?

Please provide evidence as text or an attachment:

Please upload files if applicable:

Not Answered

17  Do you have any evidence on the effectiveness of this proposal for enforcement or an alternative to recommend?

Please provide evidence.:

LARAC feels the proposal would be effective so long as LA's have the necessary resorces.

18  Do you have any evidence on the effectiveness of this proposal for dealing with non-compliance or an alternative to

recommend?

Please provide evidence.:
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